Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Recent studies have recognized the importance of the integration of data available from histological analyses with noninvasive imaging techniques (Annese [@CR4]; Yang et al. [@CR20]). Histological analyses have been used to provide impressive three-dimensional (3D) reconstructions of the human brain (Amunts et al. [@CR3]). These studies are valuable, but the techniques used may not be universally suitable for routine implementation (Annese [@CR4]). This is illustrated by the low number of observations described in these studies, *n* = 1, 1 and 2 respectively (Annese [@CR4]; Amunts et al. [@CR3]; Yang et al. [@CR20]). One of the limitations that neuroscientists working with human postmortem brain material often encounter is the availability of only small samples of brain tissue. The need for methods allowing the translation of histological data from small tissue samples into standard MNI space is therefore evident. Here, we describe a method allowing detailed histological analyses of smaller tissue blocks, and the translation of the data into MNI space and information relevant for the in vivo situation. The applicability of the created pipeline is illustrated using the human subthalamic nucleus (STN).

The STN, a small nucleus in the basal ganglia, plays a crucial role in the regulation of motor, limbic, and associative functions (Temel et al. [@CR18]). Visualization of the STN in postmortem tissue samples using histological stainings allows for a reliable determination of the STN\'s location as well as its anatomical borders. The STN is located as a roof above the substantia nigra (SN) pars compacta, the caudal part of the pars reticulata, and the comb system, caudal to the red nucleus. Discerning the borders of the STN becomes challenging when the STN is visualized using noninvasive techniques, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The STN\'s precise anatomical delineation on 1.5 and 3 T MRI is difficult to determine in view of the nucleus' small volume, and its heterogeneous iron content (de Hollander et al. [@CR02]). The border between the STN and the more medially located iron-rich SN is not visible using conventional MRI. These limitations hamper (functional) MRI research on STN function, since manual segmentation is challenging on 1.5 and 3 T MRI, and the subsequent registration of the STN in common space is not trivial. An alternative approach for STN segmentation on MRI is therefore warranted.

Today ultrahigh (UH) resolution MRI is available for research purposes and recent studies have shown that the STN can be visualized with greater detail using 7 T or even 9.4 T MRI (Cho et al. [@CR8]; Forstmann et al. [@CR11], [@CR12]; Massey et al. [@CR14]; Schafer et al. [@CR15]). Unfortunately, the lengthy scanning sequences used for visualization using UH resolution MRI of the STN are not suitable for functional research or diagnostic purposes, and high magnetic field scanners are not widely available. In addition, UH resolution scans are highly susceptible to motion artifacts, which is particularly relevant for scanning in patients suffering from movement disorders. Recent developments in prospective motion correction methods are showing great promise in vivo (Schulz et al. [@CR16]). UH resolution MRI has great value for detailed studies on postmortem human brain specimens. Massey et al. ([@CR14]) recently demonstrated the anatomical delineation of the STN in human postmortem brain material using UH resolution 9.4 T MRI, which was confirmed by histological staining of the tissues.

Human brain specimens are not readily available and samples are generally small, and do not always contain anatomical landmarks required for registration of the images into standard space. The absence of measurements relative to the midpoint between the mamillothalamic tract and the fornix renders it impossible to register findings into standard space. In addition, available tools for spatial normalization of MR data are generally developed for whole brain scans. An alternative registration approach not requiring these measurements would, therefore, be of great value to the scientific community.

Structures surrounding the STN, such as the SN and red nucleus can more easily be visualized on MRI than the STN. The SN and red nucleus contain large quantities of iron, which presents as a hypointense signal on T2 and T2\*-weighted images, and high susceptibility values in susceptibility maps (Dormont et al. [@CR9]; Vertinsky et al. [@CR19]; Schafer et al. [@CR15]). These and other landmarks are important for anatomical orientation when the STN itself is difficult to visualize, and these structures could be utilized in the creation of probability maps for STN localization in MNI common space. Such probability maps could then ultimately be used by neuroscientists for localization of the STN, and in the future for neurosurgeons as an additional tool to assist anatomical orientation in preparation for stereotactic-guided DBS surgery.

In the present study, we visualized the human STN in postmortem tissue samples, as demonstrated by Massey et al. ([@CR14]) using UH resolution MRI. The aim of the present study was to develop a multistage registration approach using linear registration and nonlinear warping allowing us to normalize microstructural postmortem STN data into a common reference system, and to assess its applicability to the in vivo situation. We tested the validity of our approach by comparing the ex vivo data to our earlier in vivo observations in an age-appropriate control group (Keuken et al. [@CR13]). In addition, corresponding scans of the intact postmortem brains were used for comparison. The developed method will allow us and other researchers to transfer results obtained from small brain samples, including histological and MR microscopy results back into common space. We created an initial STN probability map with an unprecedented 0.4-mm isotropic resolution. Finally, we overlaid this template on a dataset that we published earlier for comparison, and to determine whether the location and volume of the STN of the postmortem samples matched with that described in their appropriate in vivo age group (middle aged or elderly) (Keuken et al. [@CR13]).

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Postmortem brain specimens {#Sec3}
--------------------------

Four postmortem human brains were obtained in accordance with all legal requirements. Tissues were fixed in 4 or 10 % formalin. During the fixation process, brain specimens were suspended from the basal arteries to prevent anatomical deformation. Fixative was changed regularly to ensure optimal preservation of the tissue. Clinicopathological data are presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Clinicopathological dataSubject \#SexAge (years)PMD (h)Cause of death04--10F4424Respiratory insufficiency05--10M6236Sepsis01--11F7028Cardiac decompensation06--12F9122Cardiac insufficiency, urinary tract infection, bronchitis, old cerebral infarction*F* female, *M* male, *PMD* postmortem delay

Tissue analysis {#Sec4}
---------------

Prior to further processing, a whole brain scan was obtained using MR (stage 1). The STN area was then further dissected through three cutting stages (stages 2--4). Tissue blocks cut at individual stages were scanned using MRI (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). All blocks were cut perpendicular to the anterior commissure--posterior commissure (AC--PC) line.Fig. 1*A* ^*1−4*^ represent individual cutting stages of the STN,*B* ^*1−4*^ represent the corresponding MRI scans. Note the high anatomical detail allowing manual segmentation of the STN

MR image acquisition {#Sec5}
--------------------

All brains were scanned in four consecutive stages. Scan parameters are presented in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. After an initial whole brain scan (stage 1), brainstem and cerebellum were removed at the level of the cerebral peduncle and hemispheres were separated. All cutting was done perpendicular to the anterior commissure-posterior commissure (AC--PC) line and the medial wall. Coronal slabs (stage 2) were cut further with the anterior border located 2 cm anterior of AC. Slabs were 7 cm thick. For stage 3, slabs were trimmed to blocks using AC and PC as rostral and caudal borders. The superior border was cut 1 cm above the AC--PC line. The final STN stage (4) was created by cutting a cube of 2 × 2 × 2 cm with its anterior border 5 mm posterior of the AC, the inferior border was formed by the basis of the brain, and the lateral border 2 cm from the medial ventricular wall. Stage 4 blocks contained the entire STN, but not the medial-basal part of the substantia nigra, nor the most caudal part of the red nucleus. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the four stages showing photographs and illustrative MRI data at each stage.Table 2MRI scan parametersSubjectScan stageSequenceResolutionTI1/TI2TRTEFABW\#AveragesScan duration04--10Whole brainMP2RAGE1.0180/9003,0001.718°/8°290100:05FLASH0.3351510°601616:00SlabsMP2RAGE0.5180/9003,0001.648°/8°5601001:30FLASH0.25351010°702709:00BlocksMP2RAGE0.3180/9003,0002.488°/8°3503204:00FLASH0.15351010°1701608:00STNMP2RAGE0.25180/9003,0003.518°/8°2602404:00FLASH0.13012.510°1102107:0005--10Whole brainMP2RAGE1.0180/9003,0001.758°/8°290100:05FLASH0.35351510°601212:00SlabsMP2RAGE0.5180/9003,0002.078°/8°5601001:30FLASH\*0.2351010°80309:00BlocksMP2RAGE0.3140/9003,0002.598°/8°4553204:00FLASH0.1535830°1801608:00STNMP2RAGE0.25150/9003,0003.08°/8°3002404:00FLASH0.1301030°1702408:0001--11Whole brainMP2RAGE1.0180/9003,0001.588°/8°320100:05FLASH0.33010.223°70100:45SlabsMP2RAGE0.5180/9004,0001.688°/8°56030 (R)/45 (L)01:30FLASH0.25501010°(R)/20°(L)701209:00BlocksMP2RAGE0.3150/9003,0002.688°/8°32048 (R)/64 (L)04:00FLASH0.1550835°14016 (R)/32 (L)08:00STNMP2RAGE0.25150/9005,0003.08°/8°3002404:00FLASH0.1501030°(R)/25°(L)110 (R)/80 (L))24 (R)/85 (L)08:0006--12Whole brainMP2RAGE0.7200/9003,0001.738°/8°890100:06FLASH0.43501543°50106:00SlabsMP2RAGE0.5175/9003,0001.588°/8°8701001:30FLASH0.255001571°40105:30BlocksMP2RAGE0.3150/9003,0002.688°/8°3301604:00FLASH0.152002059°40102:00STNMP2RAGE0.25150/9003,0002.938°/8°3002404:00FLASH0.15002079°40104:00Bandwidth (BW) is in Hz/px. Scan duration is in hours*FA* flip angle, resolution is in mm^3^, *TI1/TI2* TR and TE are in ms

Magnetic resonance imaging was performed using a 7 T Siemens whole-body MR scanner with a 24-channel Nova phased-array head coil for scanning stages 1 and 2. For stages 3 and 4, we used a custom-built 120-mm square single-channel coil (subjects \#04--10 and \#05--10), or a 80-mm dual loop miniCP coil (subjects \#01--11 and \#06--12). During scanning, brain samples were mounted in acrylic spheres filled with Fomblin (Solvay Solexis) to minimize background signal. For stage 1, scans of cases \#01--11 and \#06--12 we used a dedicated whole brain container. This container was designed for supine scans of whole brain specimens using standard in vivo MRI coils.

T1 and T2\*w scans were acquired including quantitative parametric maps using a MP2RAGE sequence (Marques et al. [@CR01]) and a GRE FLASH sequence. MRI parameters were determined based on prior experience and additional test scans including quantitative T1 and T2\* maps. MRI parameters for all acquisitions relevant for this study are summarized in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Our research group, as well as other, has successfully applied ultrahigh resolution MRI to visualize the STN in humans (Cho et al. [@CR8]; Forstmann et al. [@CR11], [@CR12]; Keuken et al. [@CR13]; Massey et al. [@CR14]). Accurate segmentation of the STN requires manual outlining of the nucleus based on visual inspection. Therefore, good quality contrast levels in this inhomogenous nucleus are invaluable to obtain reliable results. To this end we, and others, have previously successfully applied fast low angle shot (FLASH) MRI imaging (Cho et al. [@CR8]; Forstmann et al. [@CR11], [@CR12]; Keuken et al. [@CR13]; Massey et al. [@CR14]). On T2 and T2\* images, the STN appears as a hypointense structure (Dormont et al. [@CR9]). In addition, the use of FLASH allowed us to obtain high resolution images, which would not have been possible using MP2RAGE, due to the inherent limitations of the inversion times. Since T2\* imaging is sensitive to iron, as well as the orientation of white matter bundles, this technique is well suited for imaging of closely connected brain areas surrounded by iron-rich structures, such as the STN.

No corrections were needed to correct for image distortions caused by susceptibility gradients. These distortions in our experience usually occur at air--tissue interfaces. In our approach, we use a sealed container filled with Fomblin. Air--tissue interfaces are therefore not present, and the associated artifacts are prevented.

STN segmentation {#Sec6}
----------------

Subthalamic nuclei were manually outlined using FSLview in individual space by three independent researchers (AA, MCK, and CMA) using the 100-μm isotropic GRE data obtained in stage 4. Dice coefficients (Dice, 1945) were calculated to assess inter-rater variation. In one subject, the Dice coefficient was low (\#05--10, dice \<0.7). In this case, researchers (AA, MCK, and CMA) discussed the anatomy until consensus was reached. Mean dice coefficient over the three raters was 0.78. Segmentation data of all three raters were combined and voxels only scored by one of the raters were discarded prior to volume calculations.

Image registration and spatial normalization {#Sec7}
--------------------------------------------

Registration was performed separately for each hemisphere and in reversed order. We aligned the data of one stage to the appropriate data of the next smaller stage (stage 3--4, stage 2--3, and stage 1--2). Using a final, linear registration step, we brought all the right hemisphere data sets into alignment with the left side ones. Spatial normalization was performed using MP2RAGE T1-maps, and resampling of the data to allow comparison to the MNI template.

Linear registration was performed using SPM8 Coregister (Ashburner and Friston [@CR5]). High resolution FLASH data were used for intraindividual linear registration across the four stages. Manual pre-alignment was applied prior to each registration step in view of the different global orientations resulting from the acquisition setups for the four MRI scanning stages. No within stage registration was performed. We registered the two hemispheric brain data sets, and flipping all data from the right hemisphere across the midsagittal plane. Data sets from all scanning stages were aligned in the native space of the individual left stage 4 scans. No re-sampling was performed throughout the entire linear registration pipeline.

Subsequent spatial normalization to MNI standard reference space was performed using the whole brain MP2RAGE T1 maps since those are more similar to the MNI template data than the GRE scans. Again manual alignment of the entire multistage data set towards the MNI template was performed followed by whole brain normalization warp using SPMs Unified Segmentation approach (Ashburner and Friston [@CR5]). The resulting warp field allowed nonlinear normalization of data from every single stage to MNI standard reference space. Finally, we re-sampled the whole brain FLASH data at 500-μm isotropic resolution and compared the accuracy of the normalization warp with the 500-μm MNI template.

We further normalized the ultrahigh resolution stage 4 data including the STN masks. These data were re-sampled into the MNI subspace (*X* 5 to −30; *Y* 30 to −30; *Z* 10 to −20) at their original 100 μm resolution using nearest neighbor interpolation. Masks were combined for each hemisphere, and voxel scores were divided by the maximum number of positive ratings (4 × 3 = 12). This resulted in a normalized probability map of STNs in each hemisphere, with values between 0 and 1, a value of 1 reflecting the presence of the STN in this voxel in all four brains as rated by all three raters. These maps were resampled to 0.4-mm isotropic resolution in full-MNI space and were overlaid with the age-appropriate independent in vivo dataset for comparison (Forstmann et al. [@CR12]; Keuken et al. [@CR13]).

Template building {#Sec8}
-----------------

To enable the spatial normalization of small tissue samples when whole brains are not accessible and multistage scanning is therefore not possible; we used our spatially normalized ultrahigh resolution stage 4 FLASH data to create a spatial template. Right hemisphere data were flipped to the left to avoid lateralization bias. An initial template was created performing a landmark-based registration. Five landmarks identifiable in all samples were selected and the coordinates of these landmarks were averaged across the eight samples to calculate target coordinates. All data sets were transformed using a thin-plate-spline-based landmark registration (Bookstein [@CR7]), bias field correction was performed using the N4 algorithm, and the start template was created by voxel-wise averaging.

The final template was created utilizing the *buildtemplateparallel.sh* script provided by the ANTS software package (Avants et al. [@CR6]). Starting with the landmark-based pre-aligned versions of the eight individual, normalized stage 4 FLASH data sets, and the corresponding start template; every iteration was based on the resulting template and the deformed individual data of the previous iteration. A total of fifteen nonlinear registration iterations for each of the individual data sets, as well as the corresponding intermediate templates were carried out to create a final spatial template for the STN samples. We applied Greedy SyN registration with mutual information similarity measurements and set parameters according to the suggestions by Avants et al. ([@CR6]). More concretely, the gradient step size was set at 0.1, multiresolution parameters were 45 × 15 × 5 × 0 × 0, and regularization to Gauss \[3,1\] was performed.

Results {#Sec9}
=======

Using 7 T MRI, we were able to visualize the human STN borders with a high precision (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The anatomical detail that was obtained provides us with information on the location and volume of the STN in human postmortem brain samples (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The scan quality allowed manual segmentation of the STN on the FLASH images including the SN border of the STN. Anatomical detail is reflected in the Dice coefficients (mean ± SD, 0.78 ± 0.06). Note that the Dice coefficient reported here is calculated as a mean between three raters. The high anatomical detail is likely to have also contributed to the differences observed in STN volume (109 ± 46 mm^3^), which we reported earlier (range 52--77 mm^3^) (Keuken et al. [@CR13]). The STN volume observed here was significantly larger than the STN volume in the elderly group published previously (Wilcoxon's rank sum test with continuity correction, *W* = 121, *p* = 0.007) (Keuken et al. [@CR13]).

We subsequently performed linear registration of the scans across the four scanning stages, which allowed us to normalize the data to MNI space utilizing a subsequent whole brain warp as part of the unified segmentation approach (Ashburner and Friston [@CR5]). Accurate alignment across stages was achieved using manual prealignment and linear registration (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This method sufficiently corrected artifacts introduced by cutting or due to additional shrinkage because of continued fixation of later cutting stages. Spatial normalization was successfully performed, and is illustrated in the 500 μm MNI template shows created (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 2Illustrations of alignment accuracy across the four individual scanning stages for subject \#01--11. Voxel dimensions are 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 and 1.0 mm isotropic. Note the high spatial resolution in stage 4Fig. 3Illustrations of normalization of the postmortem whole brain samples into MNI standard space

Based on this information, we were able to create probability maps for STN location based on the four studied brains. These maps corresponded with the expected location of the STN within MNI standard space (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). For comparison, we also overlaid the probability maps with independent age-appropriate in vivo datasets that we published earlier (Keuken et al. [@CR13]) (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Visual inspection showed significant overlap between the in vivo and ex vivo STN masks, although the ex vivo masks had a larger volume. The results of our normalization procedure allowed us to create a spatial template (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) that can be applied to STN tissues samples of similar size as our step 4 samples. Our template is in accordance with the group average in size shape and intensity distribution for the STN as based on the T2\*-weighted input images.Fig. 4Registration of the STN probability map into MNI standard space (*orange/yellow*). Note the overlap with the in vivo probability map in elderly subjects (*blue*)

Discussion {#Sec10}
==========

The high Dice coefficients (mean ± SD, 0.78 ± 0.06), we obtained in the present studies were higher than those described by our group for in vivo data (Keuken et al. [@CR13]). In view of the high anatomical resolution and excellent contrast of the MRI images, it is likely that this difference is, at least partly, due to the excellent quality of the brain images. Here we report larger STN volumes (109 ± 46 mm^3^) as compared to our earlier findings (range 52--77 mm^3^) (Keuken et al. [@CR13]). In both studies, volumes were based on the conjunction of the masks of the individual raters. The smaller STN volume, which we reported previously, can therefore most likely be attributed to conservative masking of the STN at the borders, as well as partial volume effects. Interestingly, although the number of observations we describe in these studies are limited, we find a substantial overlay of the STN location in postmortem tissues with our earlier in vivo data. This overlap supports the validity of our findings. We would like to emphasize that caution is warranted since the maps were based on a limited number of only four observations per hemisphere. The present studies were primarily aimed at developing a novel approach to translate data from small tissue samples into MNI space, not at creating a template for outlining the STN, which can be readily used for research purposes. The number of observations needs to be increased to create a more reliable template. In addition, sequence parameters as used for the STN may not yield optimal results for other brain areas, such as individual hypothalamic or cerebellar nuclei. The spatial normalization method that we describe is fully automated and can be used for other subcortical nuclei, as well as for cortical areas. Our method can also be applied for research purposes to allow for determination of STN location in functional MRI studies in healthy subjects. This comparison can be obtained using the unified segmentation approach. In addition, it could potentially serve as an atlas tool in aiding to determine STN location as a surgical target for DBS. This, however, lies beyond the scope of the present studies.

Several factors may have influenced our results. Working with human postmortem brain tissue comes with inherent limitations. Tissues are obtained with various intervals between time of death and autopsy. In addition, subjects die of various causes after variable antemortem disease length and severity. It is likely that subjects received pharmacological treatment even though these data were not available. Postmortem tissue is generally obtained from older subjects. We know from our earlier studies that age-related changes are present in STN location (Keuken et al. [@CR13]). Three brain specimens showed comparable results. Registration of one specimen (\#06--12) was found to be more challenging due to an old cerebral infarction. We managed to successfully register this brain despite the presence of a space-occupying process. Whether and to what extent the additional factors mentioned here have affected our MRI scans is unknown, but we cannot exclude it. Processing of the tissues after autopsy may have affected our results. Postmortem tissue blocks undergo fixation procedures, which may cause deformation of the tissue, including shrinkage. In addition, prolonged fixation affects the magnetic properties of the tissue (Shepherd et al. [@CR17]). Our normalization approach takes into account tissue shrinkage, and we optimized our MRI parameters based on quantitative maps of relaxation parameters (T1/T2\*). The spatial template will enable us to normalize small tissue samples in future studies. This is particularly relevant if no whole brain specimens are available, and therefore multistage scanning and registration is not possible.

This study provides valuable information on STN neuroanatomy and it has been shown in the past that postmortem observations are relevant to premortem observations, such as serum hormone concentrations as well as anthropometric parameters (Fliers et al. [@CR10]; Alkemade et al. [@CR1], [@CR2]). Because human brain tissues are not readily available, often brains are divided among researchers, and small brain samples are available for individual studies. Applying the techniques described here renders it possible to process small postmortem brain specimens further, allowing detailed analysis, which can ultimately be registered back into MNI space without scanning whole brain specimens. This will provide us, for the first time, with detailed information of the STN. This technique opens a window to combine MRI and histological data into an integrated brain atlas. It also offers an opportunity to recombine observations from separate tissue blocks of the same subjects into a single analysis, as well as a comparison with future studies that can be registered into MNI common space.

We have optimized the technique for STN research in view of its important role in the basal ganglia, and as a target for deep brain stimulation in Parkinson's disease. This technique can be used as well to process other brain structures that can be visualized using (ultrahigh resolution) MRI. Such studies will not only improve understanding of human brain anatomy, but may also facilitate anatomical orientation in clinical practice.
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